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Abstract Teachers are motivated to have an impact on the educational tools they use every day. They are eager to participate in usability sessions and have much to share. Using remote voice and screen sharing, international teachers can participate in usability sessions and provide valuable feedback in a quick and low cost way. With a few simple tools, usability testing with international teachers can be almost as easy as testing with local teachers. Data collection templates and visual reports help simplify analysis and reporting.
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Introduction Many websites first test the user experience locally and later bug fix with an international audience. Our belief is that including people from around the world in the design is needed to deliver a universally acceptable user experience. We use remote testing, where we synchronously connect via voice and screen sharing to evaluate interfaces with international participants. Remote testing is low cost, supports testing with people across international boundaries, and provides a familiar environment for participants since they can use their own computer. Remote testing with international teachers provides valuable feedback and insight into opportunities to localize and improve our products. An additional benefit is that due to time zone differences, teachers are available to be scheduled throughout our day, whereas when testing locally, the timeframe after work when teachers are available is much more limited.
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Finally, remote testing has been shown to have comparable results as conventional face-to-face usability testing [Andreasen et al., 2007].



Related Work Online survey tools such as Survey Monkey support email recruitment and allow demonstration of prototypes using supplemental images, video, and audio content. Screen sharing applications such as Skype and GotoMeeting can be used with usability capture tools such as Techsmith‟s Morae to enable remote usability testing and recording. Online services such as OpenHallway and userfly recruit participants and allow the user experience specialist to review screen recordings of system use. Online webcam eye tracking services such as Gazehawk and Eyetrackshop recruit participants online and report gaze statistics but have limited accuracy and frame rates compared to professional eye-tracking set ups. We use a combination of tools similar to the above to conduct our remote usability sessions with international teachers.



Before the Session



Figure 1. Our experimental setup



We increasingly live in a global community and consequently need to involve more international endusers and stakeholders in our usability studies [Neilsen, 1996]. We typically include 8-12 participants per study with a 50/50 split between North American and international participants, which allows us to see patterns emerge in the data while still enabling us to quickly run and report on the study within the short timeframe of an agile sprint. We recruit international teachers for our studies through personal references, training courses, tradeshows, feature request submissions, technical



support calls, and our website. We recruit participants that can speak English although usually it is not their first language. During the recruiting and scheduling phase, we use email to communicate with potential participants as it is low cost and easily allows us to communicate across time zones. The only technical requirements for participants is to have a computer, a reliable Internet connection, and a microphone or phone that we can call them at. Sessions are usually 11.5 hours long. Once a session is confirmed, we email instructions for joining at the scheduled time. Our screen sharing software allows participants to join without installing software or creating any user accounts. Participants join by clicking on a provided hyperlink. Once we see that a participant has joined, we establish an audio connection and begin the session.



During the Session As shown in Figure 1, we typically have one facilitator and one note taker for each session. The testing session is usually hosted on the facilitator‟s computer. This ensures a consistent testing environment as well as limits the distribution of any confidential material (we also have participants sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement prior to the session). If the participant has a microphone, we can record the entire session in one screen capture; otherwise the screen and audio can be recorded separately. Audio is always recorded in case we miss anything or need to double-check what a participant said, especially for participants where English is not their first language. The facilitator first checks that the audio is clear and that the participant can see all the content on the
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We use the shared screen to show images/sketches, clickable prototypes, and working software. With our screen sharing software, remote participants can take control of the mouse and explore the interface as they try to complete tasks. Also, pointing with a mouse is often used for deixis, and the position of the mouse has been shown to correlate to eye gaze when people are looking at web search result pages [Huang et al., 2011]. As shown in Figure 2 (Section 3), observations are recorded for each task and question. Sometimes, participants share their screen to show us artifacts such as favorite lesson activities, web sites where they find teaching resources, photos of tools they use, etc. Shared screens can be annotated over with ink if participants are working over an interactive whiteboard or tablet.



Figure 2. An example of data collection using a template shared screen (the participant‟s screen resolution may be different from the facilitator‟s). The facilitator then introduces everyone, and explains the session agenda. Background information is collected including: subjects and grades taught, years teaching, class size, classroom setup, and amount of experience (if any) using educational technology. This information is recorded in a data collection template as illustrated in Figure 2 (Section 1), which makes it quick and easy for us to review and tally the data later.



While our international participants speak English, we find that it‟s normal for us to occasionally ask them to repeat or rephrase a comment, and vice versa. Sometimes a participant will introduce us to the local vocabulary (e.g., “We call it tags here and not search terms”), which gives us insight into localization opportunities for our software. The faciltator needs to be able to quickly re-phrase questions or responses to ensure understanding; in practice, using simpler vocabulary or concrete examples helps. Though automated and online testing are convenient, the anecdotes and discussion with the participants often yield the most interesting outcomes and is key to inspiring better designs and driving the need for change. As with face-to-face testing, we collect a significant amount of qualitative data from these conversations, and include them in our final reports.
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and the findings are presented in a visual format as shown in Figure 3. For each task, the steps are shown with a series of screen shots (top). The findings are listed in priority order (right), with high priority items marked with a dark circle and lower priority items marked with a white circle. The „i‟ symbol represents key information, and the checkmark indicates things that went well. Findings specific to an interface element are associated with it using an annotation. We have found this format to be highly effective at communicating study findings in context of the overall product. Because there is minimal text and the format is very visual, it is easy for stakeholders to quickly get an overview of issues and use that information when prioritizing changes and improvements.



Conclusion



Figure 3. An illustration of a page from our report



After the Session Since all of the observations and user responses are placed into a single table, the data can be quickly reviewed for patterns across participants. Due to time constraints, we generally try to avoid reviewing the audio and video data unless we had previously noted the need to obtain a verbatim quote or we had difficulty capturing part of a response (e.g., due to language difficulties or the speed of the response). From the aggregated spreadsheet, we can see patterns emerge in user behavior. These patterns are recorded



We have presented an approach to remote testing with an education audience with the hope that this will generate valuable insights for the usability testing of future educational interfaces. With a few simple tools, testing with international teachers can be quick, easy, and low cost. Our approach to recording results and reporting simplifies the process of understanding and prioritizing usability results.
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